


WHAT TO WEAR

Bring 5-6 outfits with a variety of styles
This is a great excuse to go shopping!
Try to bring outfits that are not multi-
coloured and without prints.

Some options to consider:

* Something in a light&pastel colour like * Something in a light&pastel colour like 
  cream, nude or blush

* Something dark like black, navy or 
  charcoal

* Something sexy: something with a low-
  neck, backless or with lace

* Something epic: This is your chance to dress 
  like you dreamed about: Movie star? Princess?   like you dreamed about: Movie star? Princess? 

* You can even rent your dream outfit for your 
  photo shoot. Run wild in your imagination
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CLOTHING FITTING YOUR FORM

               NECKLINES
Different combinations if necklines will add 
variety and interest to your shots. 

You can wear one shoulder, low-neck or 
sweetheart neckline. 

Don't bring only one type of neckline. 
  

It is the best for your photos when your 
clothing emphasizes your shape and that 
applies to any body shape. 

It should be tight around your curves and 
especially around your upper body. 

Loose skirts are great if the upper clothing 
is tight.is tight.

Loose and shapeless tops don't work for 
photos although they may be great in 
person.
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THINK TEXTURE THINGS TO REMEMBER

SHOES

You don’t need them because they won’t 
be showing!

You can bring interest with scarfs, jewelry 
and hair accessories to your shots.
 
Choose timeless over trendy to look to your 
pics ten years from now and still to be 
happy.

ACCESSORIES

If you are interested in a business-friendly 
shot, bring a very fitting blazer or a nice 
formal-looking cardigan.

NO BULKY JACKETS!

UNDERWEAR

For a strapless dress or sweetheart-neck, 
you need a bra without straps. 

If you have nude coloured outfit, nude 
coloured underwear works best. 

Black bras look wonderful under black 
dresses.dresses.
 
Shapewear can also help you cover 
unwanted wobbly bits.

Lace, chiffon, embroidery or bead-work 
will bring richness. 

But no prints or logos!
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FLATTEN YOUR ARMS

Different sleeve lengths is another way to bring 
variety. 

If you are not happy with how your 
arms look, bring something with 3/4 arms or 
longer. 

If you are happy with how they look, 
armless tops or strapless dresses can be a armless tops or strapless dresses can be a 
great option. 
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HOW TO SHOW UP ON THE DAY 
OF YOUR PHOTO SHOOT
Nails: Clean, polished, maybe nude or cream 
coloured painted. Trim them the way you 
like

Hair: Clean and dry. If you dye your roots, 
please do that before the shoot.

Face: Clean and fresh face. Because you  
will get a make up and it is best to come will get a make up and it is best to come 
the shoot with a clean face.

COMFY CLOTHES: Before the shoot begins, 
there will be around an hour for hair&
makeup. So make sure that you have comfy 
clothes. Also be careful that when you take 
off your clothes, it won't mess up your hair.

“A girl should be two things: 
 classy and fabulous.”
               COCO CHANEL
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HAIR REMOVAL: Not only the 
eyebrows but other places that can show 
up in your shots.


